of positive finite measure so that for almost every x E X the following undesirable behavior occurs. For every aperiodic measure-preserving system (Y, B, v Bourgain [BFKO] strengthens converge to pointwise in Y. This is a very delicate result.
The form of these last two theorems is to consider sets of integers arising from a "timing system" X and, pointwise in X, establish a result valid for all "test systems" Y. We pose the question of replacing the timing system X by a sigma-finite measure-preserving system, while still requiring the test systems to be finite. The important features of f are that for all k &#x3E; 0 and for 0 k M the functions of 0 on the right side of ( 1 ) are essentially orthogonal on 0 ~ ~ 1.
LEMMA. -With probability 1, for every M there is a (random) sequence of integers nk (w) = nk such that
The convergence is to be understood in the sense of convergence in distribution, viewing Fn (., c~ ) and f ( . ) as random variables defined on the probability space [0, 1] .
The reader who refers to [W] will have to patiently unwind definitions to find this Lemma. Aaronson and Denker [AD] have generalized Whichura' s results, and most readers will find their paper easier to refer to.
Proof of Proposition. -We will invoke Bourgain's Entropy Criterion [B] . R (see [D, p. 310] 
